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Michael started his career in 1999 as part of Y2K project. For the first 8
years in IT, he held various positions that ranged from systems to network
to development in financial institutions. Translating that effort, he focused his
efforts in Information Security where he progressed from Security Analyst to
Information Security Officer for one of the top 10 banks in North America.
Looking for some diversity, Michael joined IBM delivering security services
for application development customer. In 2013, he decided to join Insurance
Auto Auctions (IAA) as a security manager where Michael ‘rebooted’ the
program. While continuing to deliver value, Michael left security to manage
larger teams that provided a variety of services to IAA. He is currently an
Application Development Director for their provider applications including all
B2B services.
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“Michael and I worked together at RR Donnelley on the IT Governance - Security
team. He was always able to provide actionable security guidance and articulate
creative solutions for complex situations. Michael is a talented, hard-working
professional and a true team player.”
“Mr. Ortega is a rare breed of leadership and technical acumen. He moves security
forward as a business enabler - and finding solutions to mitigate risk that are
effective. Michael can get deep and find application level vulnerabilities - as well as
have the leadership to communicate with all levels of management to bring issues to
resolution. Just one of many examples of the tools in his toolkit. It was a pleasure to
work with Michael.”
“Michael has in-depth knowledge and skill sets in the information technology security
and overall system architecture. He is extremely personable and is able to successfully
carried out his tasks on time within budget. He is always eager to help those in need
of guidance. I highly recommend him.”

PERSONAL SLOGAN: “LOVE YOUR LIFE OR CHANGE IT.”

